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We show that simple C*-algebras with an infinite element contain nontrivial pro- 
jections. We also prove that various apparently different hypotheses purely ir$nire 
on simple C*-algebras are all equivalent. i 1991 Academx Press. Inc 
Throughout, we assume that d is a simple C*-algebra (not necessarily 
a-unital). 
Since there exist projectionless simple C*-algebras [ 1, 21, a natural 
question arises: “Which simple C*-algebras contain nontrivial projections?’ 
We first prove that ZJ’ contains nontrivial projections if d has an infinite 
element (Theorem (1.2)). 
Since a simple C*-algebra may not contain any projections, various 
comparisons of arbitrary elements rather than the Murray-von Neumann 
comparison of projections have been introduced. Correspondingly, several 
purelJ1 infnire conditions have occurred in the literature. We show second, 
that these (over a dozen) conditions are all equivalent (Theorem (2.2)). It 
turns out that all purely infinite, simple C*-algebras automatically have a 
rich structure of projections. 
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1. INFINITE ELEMENTS AND PROJECTIONS 
J. Cuntz [8,9] considered the following comparisons of arbitrary 
elements in a simple C*-algebra: For any two elements a and b in & we 
denote by a 5 b if there exist x and y in &’ such that a = xby, and denote 
by a 5 b if th&e exist two sequences {xk} and { yk} such that xkbyk + a in 
norm. We write x z)’ if both x 2 ~1 and 4’ 2 ,Y hold, and x + y if both x 5 I 
and y 5 .Y hold. Apparently, 5 is weaker than 2 , and + is weaker than 
z . For the relation +, it is equivalent to consider positive elements only, 
since a k a*a. One advantage of 5 at many technical points is that “a < 6” 
implies “u 5 6.” However, s does not have the same property. For two 
positive elements a and b in d, we write a 2 b as long as there is r in & 
such that a < rbr* (see [17] with caution on notations). Clearly, 2 is 
transitive, and a ,< b if a 2 6. On the other hand, a 2 b if a 2 6. 
A projection p of &’ is infinite in the sense of Murray and von Neumann 
if there is a partial isometry tl in d such that uu* =p and u*o = q I; p. By 
a standard argument for simple C*-algebras (see [S] or [S], for example), 
we can properly choose u such that p is Murray-von Neumann equivalent 
to a subprojection of p-q. For an arbitrary positive element in the 
Pedersen ideal p(,d) we give the following definition: 
1.1. DEFINITION. A positive element a in Y(g) is called infinite, if there 
are nonzero positive elements b and c in p’(d) such that bc = cb = 0 (i.e., 
b I c), b + c 5 c, and b + c 5 a. A nonpositive element a in g(a) is called 
infinite if a*a is infinite. 
Corresponding to the various comparisons, we can of course think of 
several definitions for the infiniteness of elements. However, some of them 
would not be proper. For example, one possible definition would be 
“u E a(&‘) is called infinite if b 5 a for any b E p(d).” If d is finite with a 
unit, we would have b 5 1 for all b E g(d), and hence 1 would be infinite. 
The definition given by Cuntz in [7, 71 involves the stabilization s&’ @ X. 
In this note, we will be working on simple C*-algebras not necessarily 
stable. Lemma (1.4), below, shows that Definition (1.1) is proper. 
B. Blackadar and J. Cuntz [3] showed that a projectionless, stable, 
simple C*-algebra does not contain an infinite element in Y(d)+. We will 
remove the stabillity assumption and prove the following: 
1.2. THEOREM. If a simple P-algebra & contains an infinite element in 
9’(d), then & contains nontrivial projections. Actually, ,FI is the closed 
linear span of its projections. 
We first point out that the second sentence of the conclusion will follow 
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from the first sentence and [16, 1.51. Our job in this section is to develop 
the proof for the existence of a nontrivial projection. 
Given any positive number E, a continuous function,f,: is defined on the 
real line by 
i 
1 if e<t 
f,(t)= 2~K’(r--2~‘~) if 2 ‘E<~<E 
0 if t < 2 -‘E. 
1.3. LEMMA. If a and h are two positive elements of .& such that b 5 a, 
then .for any positioe number E there are 6 > 0, x E d. and r E ,d’ such that 
f,:(b) d t-w-* 2 .fJa). and hence ,/i(h) 2 h(a). 
ProojI Since b 5 a, there is a sequence {sk ) c d such that stas, + b in 
norm. There is bk > 0 for each k such that 
lis,*as,-s,*af,,(a)s,II <l/k. 
Set -xk = s,*af&,(a) Sk. Then .x/i E&’ and .xk + b. If Ij .yk - b 11 < &i2, then by 
[17, 2.21 there is r in ZZ! such that 
f,(b) < r-ykr* 2 .f6,(a). 
Clearly, f,(b) < rsza”‘f,,(a) a’:‘s,r*, and hence.f,(b) 2 .fdl(a). 
1.4. LEMMA. If a is an infinite element in Y(&), then d 5 a ,for an? 
element d of 9(d). 
ProoJ We may assume that both a and b are positive. 
Suppose that b and c are two nonzero positive elements of 9’(d) such 
that bl c and b+cSc and b+csa. Take O<S,< 1 such thatf,,(b)#O. 
Since dEp(&‘). there are .yi and yi (i= 1,2, . . . . n) such that 
d= i .uifs,,(b)y,. 
i=l 
It follows from Lemma (1.3) that there are 0 < 6, < d,, 2, E &+ (the 
positive part of J%‘), and riE d such that 
.f,,(b)+f,,(c)=f6,(b+c)<r,z,r? zf,,(c). 
With this argument repeated, there are 0 < 6, < . , < dj+ , < 6; < . < 
6,(1 <iQn), z;E&‘, and riE& such that 
f~,(b)+f~,(c)=f,,(b+c)<r,+,=i+,r?+l S.&,+,(c). 
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Itfollowsfrom[8,1.7]thatthereisu,~dsuchthatu~u,=r,+,z,+,r,*+, 
and u,u: E her(f&,+,(c)), where her( .) is the hereditary C*-subalgebra 
of &’ generated by ( .). Thus, there is a *-isomorphism q51 from 
Wr,+,z,+Lr,*+l ) into her(fs,+,(c)) [S, 1.71. Of course, 
and 
Moreover, y-dr(y) for any y~her(u:u,). 
Similarly, there is a *-isomorphism q5z from her($,(r,z,r,* )) into 
her(#,(fa.(c))) such that 
and 
Moreover, JJ - b*(y) for any y E her(q5, (r, _, z, _, r,*- , ). 
Proceeding recursively, we obtain positive elements bi (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) such 
that bi I 6, if i #j, f6,,(6) 5 bi, and 
Since xifa,,(b) yi 6 bi for 1 < i< n, it follows from [9, 1.11 that 
d5 i b,ScSa. 
i=l 
Similar to Lemma (1.4), we have the following: 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Zf a E 9’(d) and there are two nonzero positive 
elements b and c in B(d) such that b I c, b + c F a, and b + c 2 c, then 
d 2 a for any positive element d in P(d). 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma (1.4), we can write 
d= i *~iCfa(b)12Yi* 
i= I 
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where 0 < 6 < 1 and xi, Y;E ,sul. It follows from [S, I.71 that there is a z E ,.Q! 
such that z*z = h + c and zz* E her(c). Suppose that z = u 1 z 1 is the polar 
decomposition of 2, where u E d* * (the enveloping von Neumann algebra 
of d). Then ux is an element of d for any x in her(z*z) ( [8, 1.41 or [3] ). 
Moreover, b,(x) = U.YU* defines a *-isomorphism from her(z*z) onto 
her(zz *) ( c her(c)) by [S, 1.41. For each positive element I in her(x* ) we 
have 
(z4.Y1~23* (2.4x' 2)=x and (ux’ ‘)(lLd 2*,=fj,(s,. 
Set ci =di(c) and 6, =4,(b). Then c, I6,, 6, 16, and c, +b, 2 c,. In 
this way we can recursively construct positive elements b,, b,, . . . . b,, in 
her(c) such that b, I bj if i#j and there are U,E d such that r~ri= b and 
u L’ * = b, for 1 < i < n. It follows from [S, 1.41 that I I 
f,(b) =f,(bi) for l<i<n. 
Since bje her(c) and xF=, bi 5 c, by Lemma (1.3) there is an E > 0 such that 
2 f,(c) 6 c. 
In fact, f,(c) = [h(c)]“’ c[h(c)]“‘, where 
0 if t < E/2 
2&.-‘(f-2Pi&) tr’ if s/2< t< E 
1-l if F < t. 
Since 6, I hi if i#j, we have 
It follows from [S, 1.61 that 
I .6. LEMMA. If 9(& ) contains an infinite positive element, then there are 
. . a posurve infinite element a, in 9(d) and another positive element 
d,EY(.&‘) such that a,d,= doa,=a,. 
Proof Suppose that a is an infinite element in 9’(d) and b is an 
element of a(~&‘) such that 0 <b< 1. Furthermore, we assume that 
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f,/,(b) # 0. Since a is in S(& ), we can assume that 
a= i -yjfi.i2(b).Yi, 
i=l 
where xi and yi are elements of d for 1 Q i< n. As in the proof of 
Lemma (1.4), there are positive elements bi in P’(a) (1 ,<i<n) such that 
bi I bj if i#j,f,,,6(b)Sbi, and i biSU* 
i=l 
Applying Lemma (1.3) and 18, 1.7, 1.41, we have b: and 6;’ in her(bi) such 
that 
b;b,!’ = b,!‘b,! =b,!‘, 4” -f,,,(b), 6 -fi:db). 
It follows that 
i bjsa, and hence a& bj by [9, 1.11. 
i= 1 i= 1 
Set a, = XI=, bj’ and do = x1= I b:, as desired. 
1.7. Proof of Theorem (1.2). Suppose that a is an infinite element in 
P(d). Then there are two positive elements b and c in P(d) such that 
b 1 c and b + c 5 c and b + c 5 a. Clearly, c is an infinite element. If d has 
a unit, it follows from Lemma (1.4) that 1 5 c. Hence, there are x and )’ in 
& such that 
IIxc)‘- 111 < 1. 
Clearly, p = (c’~2x*)(xcx*)-1.‘2 (xcliz) is a projection in her(c), and hence 
a nontrivial projection of d. 
We now assume that & is non-unital. Of course every nonzero projec- 
tion is nontrivial. Using Lemma (1.6), we can assume that there are 
positive elements a, and d, in d such that doao = aodo = a,, where a, is an 
infinite element. It follows from Lemma (1.4) that there are two elements 
and t in & with 11 d,, - saof )I small enough that 
IIfi!2(do)-fi~z(I~aotI)II -4. 
Set y = h’!*t, where h = aos*sao. Then Isa, t ( = ( ~1. It follows that 
fi,2(do) ao = ao and fii2(do)yy* =YY*, and hence f~12(do)fIls(l~* I)= 
fdl Y* 1). Thus, 
IIfi:JI ul)fi,s(l Y*I)-fudl ~*I)ll = IlCfidI yI)-f,,,(do)lf,,,(l Y*I)II 4. 
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Therefore, either fii4( 1 ~1) is a nonzero projection or d has a scaling 
elements [3,4.2]. In any case, d contains a nonzero projection by 
[3, 1.31. 
2. PURELY INFINITE C*-ALGEBRAS 
2.1. Various Conditions 
J. Cuntz [6] studied the C*-algebras generated by (finitely or infinitely 
many) isometries with mutually orthogonal ranges. He calls a unital simple 
C*-algebra purely infinite if for any nonzero positive element a in d there 
exist .Y and y in d such that XU~~ = 1 [5]. Clearly, such a purely infinite 
C*-algebra is automatically simple. He proved [S, 1.61 that the Cuntz 
algebras QZ (2 6 n 6 uz ) and the Cuntz-Krieger algebras c,, , if A is an 
irreducible matrix, are purely infinite. The following condition is a natural 
extension of his concept “purely infinite” to non-unital, simple C*-algebras: 
Condition (i) [ 181. For any nonzero positive element a in .sil, there 
exists an infinite projection in her(a) = (a&a) -. 
Simple C*-algebras satisfying the condition (ii) below, contain abundant 
projections and share a common well-known property with type III factors: 
Every nonzero projection is infinite (in the sense of Murray and 
von Neumann). 
Condition (ii) [ 19, Pt. I( 1.3)]. Every nonzero projection of &’ is infinite 
and d has the FS property (i.e., RR(d) = 0; see [4]): Self-adjoint 
elements with finite spectrum are norm dense in the set of all self-adjoint 
elements. 
It is obvious that condition (ii) is stronger than condition (i) and seems 
to be much stronger. However, the second author [19, Pt. 1(1.3)] or [ZO]) 
proved that a-unital, simple C*-algebras satisfying condition (i) are either 
unital or stable, and consequently conditions (i) and (ii) are actually 
equivalent. This result shows a certain similarity between a purely infinite, 
simple C*-algebra and a type III factor, while a purely infinite, simple 
C*-algebra can be separable but all type III factors are nonseparable. In 
particular, the Cuntz algebras Q, (2 <n < m) and the Cuntz-Krieger 
algebras L0,4, where A is an irreducible matrix, satisfy condition (ii). 
For the relations 2 and 5, one calls a simple C*-algebra & purely 
infinite (in apparently two different senses, respectively) if .d satisfies either 
of the following conditions [12,2.1; 14, 2.31: 
Condition (iii). a 5 b for any two nonzero elements a and b in &. 
Condition (iv). a 5 b for any two nonzero elements a and b in &. 
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For many purposes we need only compare elements in Pedersen’s ideal 
p(d), and hence we have the following conditions: 
Condition (v). a 2 b for any two nonzero elements a and b in p(d). 
Condition (vi). a 5 b for any two nonzero elements a and b in g(d). 
Condition (vii). Every nonzero element of p(d) is infinite in the sense 
of Definition ( 1.1). 
Condition (viii ). a 2 b for any two nonzero positive elements in p(d). 
Condition (ix). For any nonzero positive element u in g(d), there 
exist two nonzero positive elements b and c (not necessarily in 9)(d)) such 
that b I c, b+c 2 c, and b+c 2 a. 
The first author [ 123 showed that the corona algebra M(d)/& is simple 
if d is o-unital and satisfies condition (iv). Actually, only condition (vi) 
was used. The second author [21, 3.33 proved that M(d@X)/d@X is 
simple, where X is the algebra of compact operators on an infinite dimen- 
sional separable Hilbert space, if d is a-unital and satisfies condition (ii). 
(If d is non-unital, tensoring & with X is not necessary, since d is 
automatically stable by [19, Pt. I( 1.33.) He also proved the reverse 
[21, 3.31, that if &’ is a o-unital C*-algebra with RR(&) =O, and if 
M(d@ X)/d 0 X is simple, then either d is elementary or it satisfies 
condition (ii). Recently, M. Rordam [ 17, 3.21 proved this direction by only 
assuming that J@’ is a a-unital C*-algebra not necessarily satisfying 
RR(&) = 0. He also gave a new proof for another direction via a 
comparison of positive diagonal elements of M(&‘@O). 
L. G. Brown and G. K. Pedersen [4] have proved that in case $? is a 
C*-algebra (not necessarily simple), then RR(B) = 0 if and only if 
RR(B@O) =O. Because of this result and [19, Pt. I( 1.3)], we obtain 
equivalent conditions if d is replaced by &@X in conditions (i) and (ii). 
However, it seems to be nontrivial whether we would obtain equivalent 
conditions if d is replaced by M,m (ZX! ) or by d @ X in conditions 
(iiik(ix), where M, (. ) is the algebraic direct limit of matrices over ( .). 
Condition (x) [7, Sect. 71. a ,< b for any two nonzero elements a and b 
in M, (p(d)). 
Condition (xi). _ u 5 b for any two nonzero elements u and b in d @ X. 
Condition (xii). a5 b for any two nonzero elements a and b in 
M,x (PC& )). 
Condition (xiii). a 5 b for any two nonzero elements in &@O. 
We have the following theorem which unifies conditions (iii)-(xiii) with 
conditions (i) and (ii). 
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2.2. THEOREM. Suppose that ,QI is a simple C*-algebra. 
(a) Zf JLI satisfies any one of conditions (iiib(xiii), then d contains a 
nonzero projection. 
(b) Conditions (ib( xiii) are all equivalent. 
2.3. LEMMA. If a is nonzero element in G? and p is a projection in 
(a&a* ) ~, then there are elements ,K and y in a&a* such that p = sa?*. 
Proof For any positive number E such that (4 + E) E < 1, we can find an 
element z in cd such that II p - a--a* (I <E. Then 
Ij p - aza*a:*a /I 
d ll(p-a=a*)(p+az*a*)Il+ II p(az*a* -p)Il+ lI(p-ara*)pI/ 
6(3+ lIa:a*ll) llp-aza*lI <(4+&)&c 1. 
Set L’ = (paza*az*a*p) -I” (aza*). Of course the inverse is taken in pdp. 
Then 
p = trlt* = [( pa=a*az*a*p) P”2 (paza*)] a[z*ap)( paza*az*a*p)-“‘I, 
which is with the desired form. 
2.4. Proof of Theorem (2.2). The equivalence between (i) and (ii) was 
proved in [19, Pt. I( 1.3)] and again in [20]. (This equivalence actually 
plays a key role in the proofs of the other equivalences.) The following 
implications are trivial: (xi) * (xiii) 3 (iv) * (vi) * (vii); (xi) * (x) * (xii); 
(xi)*(iii)-(v)+(ix); and (viii)*(vii). In addition, “(ix)*(viii)” 
follows from Proposition ( 1.5); and “(vii) = (vi)” follows from 
Lemma (1.4). 
(ii)+( By [19, Pt. 1(1.3)], .&Ox‘ satisfies (ii) if and only if & 
does. Let a and b be any two nonzero elements in d@ x‘. Let p be any 
nonzero projection in (bb* )( .d 0 X )( bb* ). Since & @ X is algebraically 
simple, there are elements x, , . . . . x,~, J,, . . . . JJ,, in & such that a = C?= , s,p~~,. 
Since p is infinite. a standard argument ([S, 1.51, among others) shows that 
where u~po,=pi<p for each i= 1, . . ..n and p,p,=O for i#j. By 
Lemma (2.3) there are x0 and y0 in .d such that p = .uohy,. Set 
It follows that a = xby, as desired. 
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(xii)=>(i). Since M,(p(&))c&@X, by [3, 1.23 d@X has an 
infinite projection p. Actually we can assume that p is in M,(B(d)). For 
any nonzero positive element a in &‘, we take a nonzero positive element 
a, in both (a&a)- and p(d). By (xii), there are x and J’ in d such that 
IIxz,,.~-PII < 1, and so 11 pxao~~--pII < 1. Set t~=(pxa,x*p)-“* (pxa$“). 
Then UL’* =p and u*v is an infinite projection in her(a,) c her(a). Thus, d 
satisfies (i). 
(vii) =E- (i). It follows from Theorem (1.2) that & contains a nonzero 
projection p. Let a be any nonzero positive element in d and b =fs(a) for 
some 6 > 0. For any positive number E < 1 there are elements x and JJ in d 
such that II p - xby /I < E. Set o = (pxb’x*p) - 1’2 (pxb). Then ua* =p, and 
hence L~*z,~ = q is a nonzero projection in (u&u)-. Let a, be any positive 
nonzero element in p&p whose range projection (in d * * ) is a proper sub- 
projection of p. Similarly, we can show that p is Murray-von Neumann 
equivalent to a projection in ~,&‘a,. Hence, both p and q are infinite 
projections. 
2.5. Remarks 
(a) From now on, we can uniformly and freely call a simple 
C*-algebra a? purely infinite if &’ satisfies any one of conditions (i)-(xiii). 
It is quite surprising that a purely infinite, simple C*-algebra d has a rich 
structure of projections in view of conditions (iii)-(xiii). 
(b) By Theorem (2.2), the three apparently different results in [ 123, 
in [21, 3.31, and in [17, 3.21 actually include a common part: 
“,( d @ X )/& @ X is simple,” if d satisfies any one of conditions 
(i)-(xiii), while the result [21, 3.33 gives a stronger simplicity, i.e., all pro- 
jections in M(d 0 X ) not in d 0 X are indeed Murray-von Neumann 
equivalent to the identity. In addition, the result [17, 3.21 asserts that if 
M(&’ @ X)/d @ X is nonzero and simple but not the Calkin algebra, 
then RY/ is purely infinite. Therefore, RR(d) = 0 by condition (ii). Hence a 
hypothesis in one direction of [21, 3.31 is fulfilled automatically. 
(c) Under the assumption that d has an approximate identity 
consisting of projections, the first author [ 12, lo] proved that a non-unital, 
o-unital C*-algebra ~4 is stable if condition (xi) is satisfied. It follows from 
Theorem (2.2), more specifically the equivalence between (ii) and (xi), that 
~2 automatically has an approximate identity consisting of projections. In 
spite of a removable hypothesis, the results [12, lo] and [19, Pt. I( 1.3)] 
(also [20]) assert a common conclusion. 
(d) It would be interesting to classify separable, purely infinite, simple 
C*-algebras. There are many nonseparable purely infinite, simple 
C*-algebras, namely certain corona algebras [ 17-19,221. 
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(e) All purely infinite, simple C*-algebras are actually algebraically 
simple. This fact is not quite clear by conditions (vk(xiii). But it can be 
seen from condition (iii). 
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